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RELOCATION DELAYED

The proposed plan to relocate Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in St. Petersburg, Fla. received a setback today, when it was discovered that the U-haul trailer had a flat tire.

The flat tire will mean that the relocation of E-RAU will be delayed up to 4 years. This is the amount of time required to finance a new tire. There was speculation that the proposed move would have to be cancelled altogether. When he was asked to comment on the possibility of cancellation, President Jack R. Hunt replied, "What?"

The sabotage theory came to light when investigators found 3 knives at the scene, each with rubber stains that correspond to the rubber type of the slashed tire. A ballistics check indicated that the stab wounds in the tire were, in fact, made by the knives in question.

CONCERNED STUDENTS GARY HAUP AND MARK CONYNE INSPECT THE SLASHED TIRE FROM THE TRAILER.

D-18 HOVERCRAFT?

TO PRESERVE SECRECY—WORK BEGINS ON THE D-18 HOVERCRAFT WHILE IT IS HIDDEN DEEP IN THE PERUVIAN JUNGLE.

The E-RAU Engineering Department in conjunction with some A&P professors has come up with yet another plan for a D-18 conversion. The latest proposal calls for the installation of three Gnome Rotary engines. These engines will drive a five-bladed rotor, thus enabling the aircraft to hover.

The concept of retrofitting rotors to fixed wing aircraft is not new. As far back as 1905, the Wright Brothers considered installing a "rotating wing" on their Model B Flyer to improve control while taxiing.

What makes the Riddle plan unique is the fact that the rotor will be installed on the bottom of the aircraft to take better advantage of the ground effect. This has created some difficulty with the landing gear. This problem, however, is minor and is expected to be solved in the near future.

Blood Drive

The fourth Blooddrive this trimester will be held in Dr. Sains office this Saturday morning. The drive begins at 6A.M. and lasts for one hour.

The Blood Drive is being held just prior to the barbecue for a special reason: Those who donate blood can get drunk on less beer. Therefore, the Student government corporation can buy less beer and thus save money.

CONTENTS

CORN SYRUP, VEGETABLE FAT, SODIUM CASEMITE, DIPOTASSIUM PHOSPHATE, EMULSIFIER, SODIUM SILICO-ALUMINATE, ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR, AND ARTIFICIAL COLORS, KIRKORIC FRATHICIDE, DIFUMIC ACID, PRINTERS INK, AND WOOD PULP
The Avioff reserves the right to edit, burn or utterly destroy letters as we see fit in accordance with good and/or bad journalistic practice. All letters must be signed or marked, although names will be withheld upon request from the writer.

The President's Side

Hi there, fellow students;

There are 3 things that I would like to discuss in this week's article: the upcoming barbeque, and the upcoming dance.

This Saturday's barbeque will, for the first time, be held in the Flight Line parking lot. This location was decided upon because it provided more room while taking up less space than other locations. Also, the adjacent road provides a convenient playground for the children of our married students. Children of our unmarried students will be allowed to play in the drainage ditch. The B-B-Q begins at 7 A.M. and lasts until 7:25. The food, consisting of oatmeal and warm salad, will be served to those who have signed the list which was posted in the rear window of my car.

As you may already know, the dance this Saturday, will be held in the ERAU gymnasium. Music will be courtesy of Dean Spears who was nice enough to lend us his tape of the U.S. Military Academy Band playing a tribute to John Philip Sousa.

The result is that the Student Government Corporation will save at least $800, which will be donated to the Henry Gotham--Mike Levin--Avioff Softball Team mouth transplant fund. Well that's all from this side.
Ellsworth Carbo

Dear editor,

I really like Embry-Riddle. Everything about the school is really neat! Well, almost everything. My complaint is with the sidewalks at the academic complex. They are entirely too hard, and as a result my feet hurt whenever I walk on them. I usually have to walk on the grass because the pain is more than I can stand.

It is my learned opinion that the sidewalk should be covered with astro turf in order that we can protect our basic means of transportation.

Murcater P. Rejection

Letters

DO's with your AVIOFF

Don't let it borrow your car.
Don't wrap fish in it.
Don't scold it when it's bad.
Don't introduce it to your girl.
Don't paint it blue.
Don't let it listen to your radio after midnight.
Don't sign it off for solo.

DOnt's with your AVIOFF

Do read it.
Do take it for rides.
Do sleep with it in the park.
Do rip off its legs and use it for opaque binocs.
Do use it for a wind tee.

Beyond the SGC

by Bob Doo-Doo

The name of this column is "Beyond the SGC" because it is so intellectual that it will be beyond most of the members. So, intellectual, in fact, that it's beyond me why I was asked to write it! So I'll quit!!!

AL

MIDNIGHT AUTO

FIVE FINGER DISCOUNT TO ALL ERAU STUDENTS

We've Got The Latest
In Hotwheels From Maqs To
Chrome Reverse
All The Best
In High Performance Parts
From Muffler Bearings To
Four-Barrel Manifold Set-Ups
With Lock-Out Wrist Pins
And
Dual Overhead Cams
At A Real Stull
Hours
1-5 a.m.
by appointment only
SPORTS Last week our Eagles' varsity softball team traveled to Miami to play the Sunnyside School for the Hopelessly Incompetent. Sunnyside came out on top 8-1 when an eclipse of the sun caused the game to be halted.

REPRODUCTION Sylvia Flooze from the Foreign Aid Office is pregnant again. This is Sylvia's fifth blessed event in five years.

ENGAGEMENT Sylvia Flooze from the Foreign Aid Office became engaged to Harvey Blockman of Admissions last week shortly before Harvey left for Switzerland on an extended vacation.

SOCIAL The entire Vice Squad of the Daytona Police Department were honored guests at a charity crap game held in the cellar of Dean Deadly's beachside cottage last weekend.

TOUR The entire Board of Overseer's of ERAU and Dean Deadly were honored guests at the Daytona Police station this weekend. The tour of police facilities included a finger-printing demonstration, a visit to the actual cells, and a realistic "interrogation" where they were grilled just like big time crooks.

TRANSALLIGATOR AIRMOTIVE

"WE TURNED FLORIDA INTO AN ALLIGATOR"
"And that's no croc."

"We Sink Our Teeth Into Any Problem"
"Without Putting A Bite On Your Pocketbook."

ASK About Our "Snapper" Executive Charter Rates

"WIN ENGINE "Safety" Champion 402 Cancers."

"When You Step On TAA, You're Not Stepping On A Dead Log."

"FLY T double A"

"Next Time You Fly Up Stream Let Us Handle Your Luggage"
DROP COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE SUGGESTION BOX OR AVION BOX 1568
THOSE RETURNING WILL BE ELIGIBLE IN A DRAWING FOR A SWELL PRIZE.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE AVIOFF?
A. AVERAGE
B. A CUT ABOVE AVERAGE
C. WHAT'S AVERAGE?
D. TRUE
E. OTHER

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE MORE AVIOFF's IN THE FUTURE?
A. YES
B. YES
C. YES
D. NO
IF "D", WHY? (ANSWER IN 25,000 WORDS OR MORE)
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